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t Abstract

The Computer and Vision Research Center conducts a-berad program of research in

computer vision, image processing, and architectures for image processing. During the

period of this report, several projects were pursued including those on positioning and

tracking of objects moving in space, parallel image processing, and 3-D representation and

recognition. The results on six completed projects are briefly presented in this reporf;

,9A Representation of Objects from Range Maps .

A Hierarchical Data Structures for the Computation of 3-D Information from Multiple

Views

-5,. Structure and Motion Computation from Point or Line Correspondences in Images)

-. Surface Reconstruction and Representation of 3-D ScenesI
J

E. Parallel 2-D Convolution on a Mesh Connected Array Processor' om

F. A Parallel Processing Technique Exploiting Image Parallelism via the Hypercube,

Complete results have been presented at national/international conferences and pub-

lished in refereed Journals. Accesoi Fir . --
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A. Representation of -Objects from Range Maps

Range (depth) data provides an important source of 3-D informnation. Range data im-

plicitly contains information about the shape of the surface of objects because the coordi-

nates of points on the surface of these objects can be easily recovered from them. Range

data may be derived from intensity images or through direct measurement sensors.

The goal of this research is to devp algoithms for representation of objects from

range data. The goal of building a representation is achieved in two stages namely, build-

ing an object description from range data acquired from a single view and integrating mul-

tiple views to construct models of objects.

In section 2 we will briefly discuss the representation of visible object surfaces from

range data and section 3 will contain the integration of data or descriptions obtained from

multiple views of an object to construct its model.

1. Representation of Visible 3-D Object Surfaces

There have been several studies on building object descriptions from range data.

Most of the existing approaches make explicit assumptions about the underlying surfaces

in the scene [1]-[7]. For example some of the early approaches assume the scene to be

composed of planar objects (114[3]. Although techniques -do -exist for describing scenes

composed of both planar and curved objects, they make explicit distinction in the recon-

struction process of the aforementioned type of objects [5],[6]. Hence there is need for an

algorithm that can treat planar and curved objects in a homogeneous fashion. In this

research, we have developed an algorithm for building object representation based on re-

gions that are a collection of surface patches homogeneous in certain intrinsic surface pro-

perties [8]. The algorithm is not restricted to polyhedral objects nor is it committed to

particular type of approximating surface. The algorithm was tested on synthetic as well as
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real data with reasonable success. A brief discussion of the algorithm is given below (for

an elaborate discussion the reader is refered to [8]).

An object is characterized in terms of its jump boundaries, internal edges (surface

creases) and surface primitives. So the object representation problem deals with explicit

identification and integration of these quantities. The input to the object description algo-

rithm consists of a collection of 3-D points which need not be represented with one coor-

dinate as a function of the other two. First, the two-dimensional arrays containing 3-D data

are divided into overlapping windows of size L. Each (L x L) window of data is tested for

occurence of a jump boundary where one surface occludes another. Therefore two adja-

cent points at a jump boundary will be separated by a significant distance. Thus jump

boundaries are detected by looking for a significant range discontinuity between adjacent

data points. If no jump boundary is present then a tension spline based surface is fitted to

the data. This surface is refered to as a patch. The surface fitting algorithm is general,

efficient (linear time [9]) and uses existing public domain numerical software. Following

the surface fitting process, principal curvatures are computed and surface points are

classified into one of the following types : elliptic, hyperbolic, parabolic, umbilic, and

planar umbilic. Regions on the surface of an object are grown on the basis of this

classification. The object description so obtained is view point independent and hence will

prove to be useful in the context of object recognition. Our representation algorithm has

been tested on real data obtained from a laser scanner [10] and the results obtained were

most often in agreement with theoretical predictions.

2. Multiple View Integration and Model Construction

Constructing the 3-D model of an object involves integrating data or descriptions of

an object obtained from multiple views and representing this integrated data or descrip-

tions in a coherent manner. In this research we present a new technique for automatic

construction of 3-D models of arbitrarily shaped objects, given range and intensity data ac-
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quired from multiple views. Our technique for integrating the information from multiple

views does not require correspondence relationship between views to be determined, un-

like most other approaches [ll]-[l5]. A brief description of the multiple view integration

and model construction process is described here, for a detailed description the reader is

refered to [16].

The object, for which the model is to be constructed, is assumed to rest on a plane

(base plane). A pattern consisting of a single straight line is drawn on the base plane. The

interframe transformation required to register any two views in a common reference coor-

dinate system is derived by observing the orientation of the base plane pattern in the inten-

sity images from multiple views. Once the interframe transformation for every view has

been computed, the range data from different views are expressed in a common reference

coordinate system and merged. A region description of the -object model is obtained using

the algorithm presented in Vemuri et al. [8]. Regions in this description are formed by a

collection of surface patches that are homogeneous in intrinsic surface properties. Such a

description is viewpoint independent, a property crucial for modeling. The present tech-

nique for 3-D model construction also demonstrates a way to combine multiple sources of

information namely, range and intensity. information namely, range and intensity.

As a general technique for computing visible surface structure from range data, ex-

tracting viewer independent surface properties that are useful in recognizing objects, and

integrating multiple views to construct models this research wih be relevant in advancing

the state of the art in robotics, graphics etc.
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B, Hierarchical Data Structures for the Computation

of 3-D Information from Multiple Views

Data acquisition and object representation are fundamental and crucial to research in

computer vision. The 3-D data of an object may be acquired using an active sensing or a

passive sensing approach. The active sensing approach includes direct and active range

finding techniques (each of which involves a controlled energy beam and reflected energy

detection), and contrived lighting techniques. The passive sensing approach includes

monocular image-based range finding techniques (such as shape from shading, shape from

texture, and shape from occluding contour), -and multiple-view =econstruction techniques

(such as stereo disparity, volume intersection, and structure from motion). Even though

3-D Information may be obtained from many sources, each of these cues is valid only for

a particular class of situations. For example, determining shape from shading requires ac-

curate modeling of the incident illumination and surface characteristics (e.g. reflectance) -

which is difficult to achieve for most natural scenes. A detailed discussion of each of

these technique can be found in [1].

Once the 3-D data of an object are acquired, they should be arranged in a particular

format for ease of manipulation and analysis. A variety schemes have been -proposed to

describe 3-D objects [2]. These schemes may be broadly categorized as volumetric

descriptions or surface descriptions. Advantages and disadvantages of each category are

summarized in [3]. Most representations suffer from severe memory and processing re-

quirements with increasing input sequence size. An octree representation scheme that uses

efficient tree traversal algorithms overcomes these severe drawbacks.

Quadtrees and octrees are hierarchical data structures for the representations of 2-D

silhouettes and 3-D objecth, respectively. Both quadtrees and octrees, are efficient data

structures in terms of storage requirement, and are capable of retaining the detailed boun-
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dary information as well. These distinguished properties make them a natural choice for

computing 3-D information from multiple silhouettes.

The silhouette of an object usually conveys insufficient 3-D information about the ob-

ject. When the silhouette of an object is extended into 3-D space along the corresponding

viewing direction to form a cylinder, one may only know that the object is bounded by the

cylinder. This problem is resolved by intersecting the bounding cylinders from different

views. In the past, octrees of 3-D Objects have been generated from multiple silhouettes

using a technique known as volume intersection [4,5]. Further, a multi-level boundary

search (MLBS) algorithm has been used to encode the surface information was called a

volume/surface (VS) octree.

Although the MLBS algorithm is efficient in computing surface information from oc-

trees, a further improvement in efficiency can be achieved if the octree generation algo-

rithm computes the VS octrees of 3-D objects directly from the multiple silhouettes of the

object. In this paper, we present a unified approach to compute the VS octree from oc-

cluding contours and silhouettes of multiple views of a 3-D object. The surface informa-

tion is computed directly from the occluding contours of multiple views. The key idea is

to encode contour information into the quadtrees of the associated silhouettes. The VS oc-

tree can then be generated directly from the contours and silhouettes of the multiple views.

In order to obtain more accurate contour information, each occluding contour is fitted with

a tension-spline [6]. This curve fitting process allows better approximations of the contour

normals, and hence provides more accurate surface information. A modified octree

refinement algorithm is also developed which updates both volumetric and surface infor-

mation at the same time, as additional information is available. Experimental results show

that the proposed approach for generating volume/surface octrees is more efficient than the

one previously developed which employs the MLBS algorithm. In addition, the new algo-

rithm provides a more detailed and accurate description of the object surface since the sur-
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face normals are not quantized to a set of twenty-six orientations (corresponding to the

twenty-six neighbors of a cube) as in the previous approach.

It is known that in some cases a finite number of views is not enough to reconstruct

the exact 3-D structure of an object An object description scheme should be conducive to

refinement as additional information is acquired. The octree structure allows subsequent

refinement of the description of 3-D objects, which can be accomplished by an octree

refinement algorithm as described in [5]. In the previous method, after the octree has been

refined, updating the surface information in the octree requires that the MLBS be per-

formed on the refined octree. The subsequent updating of a volume/surface octree thus re-

quires alternating applications of the octree refinement algorithm and the MILBS algorithm.

In this paper, the refinement algorithm is modified so that the updating of both -volumetric

and surface information is achieved in one pass. As a consequence, a significant speed-up

in processing is obtained using this one-pass algorithm.
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C. STRUCTURE AND MOTION COMPUTATION FROM

POINT OR LINE CORRESPONDENCES IN IMAGES

The world constantly evolves around us, events unfold and fold, objects appear and

disappear, the scene we perceive continuously changes. Even stationary objects appear to

have (relative) motion because of our own motion or the movement of the eyes. This ob-

servation confirms the belief that in the real world, a static pattern is a rarity -- continuous

motion and change being the rule. The human eye and brain combination has an enormous

capacity for efficiently and effectively processing and digesting this continuous flow of in-

formation. However, the development of this capability for computers has proven to be a

difficult and a challenging task.

Several developments during the last decade have facilitated the computer analysis of

time sequences of images. In particular, significant advances in the sensing, storing and

processing technologies has facilitated the acquisition and storage of large amounts of data

embedded in an image sequence. Also, the capacities of the human eye and the general

principles of human eye functions have been and are being better understood through in-

tensive efforts in psychological and physiological research. The evolution of VLSI tech-

nology has enabled cost effective implementation of special computer architectures dedi-

cated to image processing and analysis. As a result, the problem of analyzing sequences

of images and identifying the structure and motion of the imaged objects has attracted sub-

stantial attention from researchers.

The problem of computing structure and motion from images is important for both its

theoretical challenge and its many practical applications. Theoretically, analyzing a se-

quence of images poses more problems than analyzing a single static image. Not only do

separate pieces of information have to be extracted from each image frame, but they also

have to be integrated and interpreted in a coherent manner. The analysis and interpretation
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of an image sequence have to account for the changing nature of the images between

frames and still be able to build up a consistent and uniform interpretation. Although the

task is difficult, a variety of applications including target tracking from video images, au-

tonomous vehicle navigation, robot guidance, dynamic monitoring of production processes,

and cloud tracking and weather forecasting have motivated and stimulated this research.

This article [1] provides an overview of the research on the problem of computing

structure and motion from point [2] or line [3] correspondences in images. The emphasis

is placed on the estimation of three-dimensional (3-D) surface structure and motion param-

eters from two-dimensional (2-D) projections. The issue of planar objects in 2-D motion is

not addressed in this review. The paper by Aggarwal and Duda and the review by Martin

and Aggarwal present the early work. In general, the recovery of 3-D structure and motion

from images is difficult and complicated. Most of the approaches reported on 3-D struc-

ture and motion computation adopt the following steps: (1) compute observables in the im-

ages and (2) relate these observables to object structure and motion in space. Various ob-

servables have been considered: points, lines, optical flow, and range. These observables

are usually extracted from visual images except in the case of range which may be sensed

directly or computed from images. In this review, we focus on the work using points and

lines as observables for computing structure and motion.

In principle, the observation of a number of points in two or more views can yield

the position of these points in space and the relative displacement between the viewing

systems. This line of reasoning using points as observables has been pursued by Roach

and Aggarwal, Webb and Aggarwal, Nagel, Ullman, Tsai and Huang, Tsai, Huang and

Zhu, Longuet-Higgins, and Mitiche, Seida and Aggarwal among many other researchers.

The concensus is that the observation of five points in two views yields both structure and

motion.

The use of line correspondences in the computation of structure and motion has been

10
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addressed by Yen and Huang and Aggarwal and Mitiche. Yen and Huang used seven line

correspondences for solving structure and motion parameters and it was shown in that five

lines in three views in general position can yield the orientation of the lines in space and

the motion parameters. The use of line correspondences has the additional advantage over

the point correspondences in that extraction of lines in images is less sensitive to noise

than extraction of points.

Computation of structure and motion using optical flow generally involves estimating

the perceived motion in the image plane and then computing the structure and motion

from the projected point position and optical flow. Also, the availability of range data has

greatly facilitated the computation of structure and motion since position and orientation

information is directly. available. Techniques which use optical flow and range data for

structure and motion computation will be reviewed in a future paper.

The basic assumptions of the following analysis are that images have been properly

segmented, the observables (points or lines) have been extracted from each image, and the

correspondence of points or lines between images has been determined. As we shall see

later, these assumptions are commonly made. These assumptions separate the structure

and motion computation from many other peripheral processes such as scene segmentation

and determination of the correspondence relationship. In the following, we review tech-

niques based on points and lines. Finally, the importance and the impact of the fundamen-

tal assumption - point and line correspondences - are briefly discussed.

11
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D. SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION AND

REPRESENTATION OF 3-D SCENES

In image analysis and computer vision a considerable effort has been devoted to the

development of representation schemes for both two-dimensional (2-D) and three-

dimensional (3-D) objects. Various 2-D schemes have been developed to represent both

interior regions and boundaries of objects. Popular techniques include quadtree, moments

and medial axis transform for representing interior regions, and chain code, 'F-s curve, and

Fourier descriptors for representing boundaries. Most of the above representations have

been generalized to represent 3-D objects. Other schemes are possible considering the ad-

ditional degree of freedom in representing 3-D objects. Existing representation techniques

can be broadly classified as volumetric, surface, line drawing or junction-labeling represen-

tations.

This paper [1] discusses the development of a versatile surface representation from a

given volumetric scene description. The volumetric scene description scheme employed .in

this paper is the volume-segment structure developed in [2-3]. The volume-segment struc-

ture is obtained by integrating the information and constraints supplied from various 2-D

projections using back projection with a volume intersection technique. The scene descrip-

tion is recorded as a hierarchical data structure which decomposes 3-D scene into a set of

parallel planar slices; each slice is then characterized by a collection of 2-D shapes which

defines the structure at that cross section. This construction process uses only silhouettes

and is therefore more robust. The technique of back projection with volume intersection is

easy to implement and is general enough to produce 3-D scene description from various

2-D projection structures. For example, this technique has been applied to generate octrees

from three orthogonal quadtrees in [4] and to generate 3-D rectangular parallelpiped cod-

ing from 2-D rectangular-coded images in [5].

13
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In previous work, a matching algorithm was developed for recognizing isolated 3-D

objects [4]. It employed a volume-segment representation and used thre-dimensional prin-

cipal direction projection technique. However, Analyzing images from a general scene

with multiple objects is complicated by missing data and occlusion. Hence, it is difficult to

accomplish the recognition task by resorting to the 'global' analysis of [4]. Rather, the

scene structure should be examined locally and evidence put together to achieve partial

scene description and recognition. The strategy we use is to first constri~ct a versatile

representation that preserves local object structure and thus facilitates partial scene descrip-

tion and matching.

We discuss a technique to build an explicit surface representation from a general

description of a scene containing several occluding objects. We do not require that

separate object structures be extracted from the scene description (ie. the scene description

does not need to be completely segmented) prior to surface reconstruction. Incomplete ob-

ject depictions due to missing data and occlusion are acceptable. To construct the surface

description we need to first identify the 3-D) object structures in the scene and then to ex-

tract the bounding surfaces of objects. A bottom up approach for surface construction is

adopted here. First, we develop an algorithm for associating contours. Contours on pairs of

consecutive slices are examined and associated based on the amount of overlap between

the regions enclosed by the contours. Surface elements need to be fitted in between pairs

of associated contours to establish the local surface structure. A relaxation and searching

algorithm is introduced for surface triangulation. These surface elements are then

coalesced to form larger object facets. The resulting surface structure is recorded in a po-

lygon table which is the collection of the polygonal patches that forms the bounding sur-

face description of the 3-D objects in the scene.

Some experimental results are shown below. Figures D.2.1, D.3.1 and D.4.1 show the

wire frame 3-D structure of a bus, an object with a hole and scene with multiple objects,
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respectively. Figures D.2.2, D.3.2 and D.4.2 are the surface structures constructed for Fig-

ures D.2.1, D.3.1, D.4.1, respectively, as viewed from different angles.
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a

C d

Flpre D.L. (1). Win frame 3-D structure of a bus. (2). Surface structure of the bus as viewed fron
the back (a), front (b). side (c), and top (d).

ab

d

Figure D.3. (1). Wir from 3-D structure of object with a hole, (2). Surface smactun of object with a
hole as viewed from side (a), (c). and (d), and front (b).
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a

Fipre D.4. 1). Wire ftame 3-D stucture of the cent with multiple objects, (2). Surface suure of
ate scene with multiple objects a viewed from side (a), (c), wA (d), mid front (b).
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E. Parallel 2-D Convolution on a

Mesh Connected Array Processor

2-D convolution is a basic operation frequently used in image processing. Conventional filtering in the

spatial domain, template matching, various feature extraction schemes (gradient, Laplacian, Edge detector, etc.),

and correlation techniques [1],[2] all use convolution. However, convolution is a computationally intensive task.

Most processing snctures proposed for 2-D convolution am in the form of systolic ways. This approach

matches the computation speed to the 1/0 speed [3]4],[ ] has described 2-D convolution methods using systolic

arrays. The processing time for the convolution of an image in this approach is proportional to the number of

pixels in an imcae, usually using the same number of processing elenents (or cells) as that of the coefficients of

a convolution window. Therefore, its computation power may be said to be somewhat limited in that the whole

image cannot be processed simultaneously. When a high-speed parallel 1/O mechanism is available or an image

already resides in a processing structure after some preprocessing, the convolution must be compute-bound.

Moreover, systolic array convolvers have been proposed for only square windows. We notice that other types of

windows (circular, rectangular, diamond, etc.) as well as square windows are frequently employed in image pro-

cessing tasks.[I],[6].

We have proposed a parallel algorithm for 2-D convolution for a mesh-connected array processor.[7] The

convolution time for an image is proportional to the number of window coefficients. A mesh stncture can pro-

vide high local communication throughput, especially near neighbor communication 18]. This characteristic is

exploited in our approach. The basic idea is that a mesh-connected array having a dimension equal to the size of

the image is considered as superimposed sub-arrays of convolution window size and the convolutions for all pix.

els are carried out in parallel, fully utilizing the entire processing structure. This idea was also briefly men-

tioned by Young [9]. However, neither a detailed description nor a quantitative analysis was given. Moreover,

only a square window was mentioned. Here, we generalize the idea to windows of various shapes and arbitrary

size, mid give a quantitative analysis on the number of computation steps required for each window.

It is observed that a 4-neighbor-connected mesh structure givet an ideal convolution path for most square
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and rectangular windows. Therefore, for square and rectangular windows, the 4-neighbor-connected mesh would

be preferred. The convolution paths of diamond and circular windows are considerably shortened by using s 6-

neighbor-connected mesh, i.e., in the worst case, the path length is greater than the ideal path length, by one.

And a 8-neighbor-connected mesh structure can provide an ideal convolution path for all windows except Mxl

rectangular windows. From the above discussion, it may be said that the 6-neighbor-connected mesh array is the

best compromise for 2-D convolution of the window types considered hem in term of speed (path length) and

hardware cost.

One of the characteristics of our scheme is that few registers are required in each PE and a simple control

method is employed as in a systolic array. If more registers which may temporarily stack the partial results are

available, the convolution path can be optimized further at the expense of relatively complicated control.

We have proposed a parallel algorithm and processing structure for 2-D convolution. The key idea is to

exploit the systolic processing concept on a mesh-connected array. For most windows considered, optimal

(shortest possible) paths have been found. This scheme provides a fast 2-D convolution which requires nearly

the same number of steps as that of window coefficients for -most types of windows. The simple processing ele-

ment (cells) makes it possible to map the proposed algorithm onto VLSI chips easily. One of the advantages of

the proposed parallel convolution scheme is that it may be extended to windows of arbitrary shapes for which a

conventional systolic array may not be easily devised, and to 3-D convolution.
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F. A PARALLEL PROCESSING TECHNIQUE EXPLOITING IMAGE PARALLELISM

VIA THE HYPERCUBE

Recently, active research on parallel processing has been carried out in many applications to
overcome the limitation of conventional sequential machines. Image processing is a field in which
such parallel processing is inevitably required. The time-consuming nature of image processing comes
from the fact that it requires several levels of repetitive operations on each pixel, subregion, or some
other data structure and also that an enormous amount of data needs to be processed. A number of
parallel architectures have been general purpose architectures and the functionally dedicated architec-
tures. However, it appears that we do not know much about how to efficiently use these parallel pro-
cessing systems yet. This problem is as important as the design of a parallel architecture.

Basically, parallel image processing exploits the two fundamental modes of parallelism in image
processing tasks: image parallelism and function parallelism. [2] Image parallelism is a kind of spatial
parallelism, i.e., the same operation is repeated on each pixel or subregion so that an image frame may
be partitioned into a set of subimages which can be processed by multiple processing elements (PEs)
for speed-up. On the other hand, function parallelism is a temporal parallelism, i.e., an image process-
ing task (function) consists of several levels of processing. Here we divide an image processing func-
tion into subfunctions and utilize the scheme of pipelining. This method is useful when a sequence of
images needs to be processed.

The efficiency of exploiting image parallelism is determined by communication overhead. This
overhead is mainly due to the distribution of subimages to a set of PEs, data exchange during computa-
tion, and the collection of local results. We cannot just keep partitioning an image since as we divide
it further the communication overhead increases in general. After some point, the communication
overhead might wipe out the advantage of parallel processing and, therefore, the processing time
becomes even longer if we employ more PEa. Therefore, it is important to determine the optimum
partitioning in terms of the number of PE employed. In this paper, we address this problem when
image parallelism is exploited on the hypercube structure.

The hypercube is a multiprocessor system structure in which various topologies for parallel pro-
cessing can be imbedded. [3] These include the inherent multidimensional meshes, . ring, a pipeline, a
tree, etc. We imbed in the hypercube a pseudo binary tree which is an efficient topology to combine
the local results. It requires Wo1 N steps of communication to combine N local results. Additionally,
every communication is carried out along a single link, in other words, the messages are not routed
through several nodes so that the communication overhead can be minimized. We also examine fast
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schemes for distribution of subimages. As a whole, the exploitation of image parallelism on the hyper-
cube is modelled by a set of parameters which point where the processing time is minimized. [4]

We have considered schemes to exploit image parallelism using the hypercube structure. First,

we proposed a pseudo binary tree imbedded in the hypercube, which is an efficient topology to collect

local results. It takes loe2 steps to combine N results just like a binary tree. But a pseudo binary tree
requires a hypercube of smaller dimension than its corresponding binary tree. Moreover, all PEs in a
hypercube can be utilized for a pseudo binary implementation while only at most half of PEs for a

binary tree implementation. A computational model which can abstract a physical system (hypervube)
closely enough by a set of parameters was built. Then we derived the formulas of the processing time
per output for three processing schemes: the broadcast, singlecast and modified singlecast schemes.
The model with the formulas may be used to find the optimum number of PEs to employ for the tasks
of the type we considered here.

When the communication time between PEs in the cube is much smaller than that between a PE

and the controller, the modified singlecast scheme can give a performance close to that of the broadcast
which is an optimum scheme. The performance of the singlecast scheme becomes quite comparable to

that of the broadcast scheme if the set-up time is negligible compared to the transmission time.
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